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READ CAREFULLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO ASSEMBLE, INSTALL, OPERATE OR MAINTAIN THE PRODUCT 
DESCRIBED. PROTECT YOURSELF AND.OTHER BY OBSERVING ALL SAFETY INFORMATION. FAILURE TO COMPLY 
WITH INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN PERSONAL INJURY AND/OR PROPERTY DAMAGE!

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
1. Read all instructions carefully before using the FAN.
2. Use this FAN only as described in this manual. Any other use not recommended by the manufacturer may 

cause fire, electrical shock, or injury to persons.
3. Remove the package and ensure that the FAN is undamaged. In case of doubt do not use FAN and contact 

with your supplier.
4. Don not let children play parts of package.
5. Before use the FAN, check if the voltage marked on the rating label corresponds to the mains in your home.
6. Extreme caution is necessary when the FAN is used by or near children or Invalids and whenever the FAN is left 

operating unattended.
7. Avoid using extension cord as the extension cord may overheat and cause a risk of fire.
8. Do not pull the power cord to disconnect with power source. Always grasp the plug to pull out.
9. Do not insert any objects into the FAN as it may cause an electric shock or injure or damage to the FAN. Do not 

block or tamper with the FAN in any manner while it is in operation. 
10. Do not leave the FAN unattended. Always unplug FAN when not in use.
11. This FAN is not intended for use in wet or damp locations. Never locate a FAN where it may fall into a bathtub 

or other water container.
12. Do not use FAN outdoors.
13. Disconnect the fan from the mains power when not in use, and before servicing or performing any 

maintenance.
WARNING : The Main Power Switch and the On/Off switch should not be used as the sole means of 
disconnecting power. Always unplug the power cord before servicing or moving the unit.
14. Always disconnect the fan from the power supply when moving it from one location to another.
15. Keep the fan clean and maintain in good condition (use an authorized service agent).
16. Use recommended parts only (non genuine parts may be dangerous, and will invalidate your warranty).
17. When not in use store in a safe, dry, childproof location.
18. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical, 

sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children 
shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without 
supervision.

To avoid danger of electric shock, unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning. If the supply cord is 
damaged, it must be replaced by the manufactory or it’s service agent or a similarity qualified person in order 
to avoid a hazard.
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Assembly

1. First attach the front half of the base, aligning the holes in base with the screw hole in the oscillation base and 
lead the power cord up the base. 

2. Connect the back half of the base to the front half and secure with the plastic screw nut ( supplied) and twist is 
clockwise as blow steps.

3. Plug into an appropriate power supply. 

Remote control

1. Install one ‘mercury’ ( included) batteries.
2. The Remote Control Power button is labeled as such. All the functions performed with the Remote Control 

work identically to the Manual Controls. 

POWER

SPEED OSC

TIMER MODE
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Operation

The FAN may be operated by the manual controls located on the FAN as below image or by your remote control . 

1. Place the FAN on a stable flat surface. Plug the cord set into a 220-240V~A.C. electrical outlet. Plug on the FAN, 
existing room temperature will be displayed at display panel.                                         

2. POWER  : Turn the FAN on by pressing the ‘POWER’ button; Turn the FAN off by pressing the ‘POWER’ 

button again.

3. SPEED  : You can adjust the fan speed to the desired level: low, medium, or high by pressing ’SPEED’ . The 

speed setting is displayed on the LED panel .

4. MODE  : Pressing the ’ MODE’ button will set the FAN into NORMAL  mode, NATURAL mode , SLEEP mode  

and Child mode

• NORMAL Mode : fan will start work at any speed you set up. 

• NATURAL Mode  :fan will start work at high speed(5s), middle speed(15s) and low speed(5s), it works 

as per this recycle. 

• SLEEP Mode  : if you set the mode at high speed, fan will work at high speed at 30 mins, then transfer 

to middle speed at 30 mins and transfer to low speed until fan stop working. 

• Child Mode  : Fan will auto. Set up timer at 3 hours, oscillation function will start, Ionizer function will 

start(if has). And it  will work at high speed at 15 minutes, transfer to middle speed at 15 minutes, then 
transfer to low speed until it take off. You can take off oscillation function by manual. 
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5. TIMER  : The fan is equipped with a timer that allows you to set its length of operation from 1 hour to 12 

hours.

6. OSCILLATION : Pressing the ‘OSC’ button will start and stop the oscillation function. The symbol is 

displayed on the LED panel.
7. Cable Hock: The cable hock is packed with user manual, take it out and install at the back side of product.

Hanging the power cord at cable hock when the fan is not be used.

MAINTENANCE
1. This can only be done by an authorized service agent such as your local Sealer dealer or any agent qualified to 

undertake electrical repairs.
2. If the unit requires external cleaning make sure it is switched off and unplugged from the mains supply. Use a 

soft tissue or cloth for general cleaning. To remove more persistent dirt or grime wipe down with a cloth that 
has been dampened with warm soapy water. Do not use any solvents ( such as thinners ) as these may damage 
the plastic casing.

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or 
mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
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Set up Smart Floodlight Camera to WOOX Home app

1. Download and install the app "WOOX Home" from Apple App Store or Google Play Store on your smartphone.
2. Launch the app "WOOX Home".
3. Create a new account or log in to your existing account.
4. Tap “+” to add the device.
5. Select the applicable product type from the list of products.
6. Make sure your tower fan is ready to connect to your mobile phone. Fan is plugged and in standby status. The 

WiFi symbol  appears on the display screen and blink rapidly. If no Wi-Fi icon, or the Wi-Fi symbol blink 

slowly. Press and hold the “OCS” button on the control panel for 5 seconds until the Wi-Fi symbol blink rapidly.
7. Confirm the Wi-Fi network and password.
 Note: only 2.4GHz WiFi is supported.
8. The app will now search for the device and register is to your account.
9. Enter the device name.
Note: The device name will also be used by Amazon Alexa and Google Home.

Specification:
• Power supply: AC 220-240V 50Hz
• Cable length: 1.5 meters
• Standby power: ＜ 2W
• Oscillation Motor: 4W 2.4rpm
• Oscillation Function, at 70±5°
• Noise: 54.39dB (A) at high speed
• Wi-Fi frequency: IEEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4GHz only
• Working temperature: -10℃ -45℃
• Working humidity: ≤95%RH
• Dimension: 315x315x960mm


